MEETINGS & EVENTS

Our dedicated team at the Falls Hotel & Spa caters for a full range of conferencing, events and
meeting needs. All function and syndicate rooms are very flexible in managing small, medium and
large meetings from 2 – 380 delegates. We have a dedicated leased line for internet connectivity,
ensuring an uninterrupted broadband service.
Located on 50 acres of woodlands, at a scenic spot at the heart of the Wild Atlantic Way, we offer
a spacious venue with ample complimentary parking. Our nearest International airport is Shannon,
50 minutes drive from Ennistymon.
An added bonus of having your event here with us is that it will be a carbon neutral event! We run
on hydro power generated from the river running alongside us. Sustainability and green hospitality
are very important to us, we will ensure your event is as green as possible!
The hotel’s 140 bedrooms and nine self catering duplex apartments complement these conferencing
facilities.
We can combine both your business and leisure needs, as we have our Aqua and Leisure Club and
River Spa on the hotel grounds. It is located just 4 km from Lahinch Golf Club and at the gateway
to the Cliffs of Moher & Burren Geopark.
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Woodland Suite
The Woodland Suite is our main conference room. The room has the following
facilities:
• PA System and screen & projector
• Wi-Fi
• Air conditioning
• Natural light
• Wide access areas
• Blackout capabilities
• Room can be divided into two smaller rooms
Layout
Theatre
Banqueting
Classroom

Capacity
380
340
280

Woodland Suite
450 metres square
3.3 metre ceiling

BAR

BAR
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Syndicate Rooms
We offer four breakout syndicate rooms in the hotel. The Orchard Suite and the
Riverview Suites are two of the larger rooms. The McCarthy Suite and the Inagh Suite
are located just inside our main door and have original Georgian decor, with beautiful
views of the gardens and cascades. They are suitable for smaller meetings. All our
syndicate rooms have Wi-Fi.

Theatre
Capacity

Classroom
Capacity

Boardroom Natural Light Air Con
Capacity

Orchard

45

35

30

No

Yes

Riverview

40

30

28

Yes

No

Inagh

25

16

20

Yes

No

McCarthy

20

12

16

Yes

No
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McCarthy Suite

Inagh
Suite

37 metres square
3.6 metre ceiling

Orchard Suite

39 metres square
3.6 metre ceiling

60 metres square
3.3 metre ceiling

Bar
Riverview Suite
66 metres square
3.3 metre ceiling

Orchard Suite

BAR

Exhibition Concourse
210 metres square
3.3 metre ceiling

RECEPTION AREA
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Exhibition Concourse
Our exhibition concourse is a spacious open area with natural light and is suitable
for small to medium sized exhibitions. As well as an exhibition area, it can be used
as a break area, where tea, coffee and refreshments can be served to delegates.
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Refreshments
Our catering team can design menus based on specific requirements, whether it’s a
sit down meal, a buffet, Barbeque or just something light.
Our Cascades Restaurant seats approximately 220 people, our Dylan Thomas bar can
comfortably seat up to 180 people.
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Outdoor Corporate Activities
Our grounds are perfect for those activity days! We have over 50 acres of property
on our hotel grounds, with river and woodland walks. There is ample space for outdoor
activities such as archery, old time sports days, and even zorbing! Our hotel runs
alongside the river Inagh, which flows directly to Lahinch, it is ideal for kayaking and
SUPing. We are happy to assist you with sourcing providers of such outdoor activities
in the area.
Or, should you prefer a more relaxing activity, choose from our extensive range of
treatments in our River Spa!
Please ring us on 065 7071004 or e-mail sales@fallshotel.ie for more information.
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Falls Hotel & Spa
Ennistymon
Co Clare, Ireland.
T: +353 (0)65 707 1004
E: sales@fallshotel.ie
www.fallshotel.ie

